
 

 

Soils to Reverse Climate Change: 
“Carbon Farming” and the 
Untapped Potential in Ecological 
Approaches 
Andrea Basche, Kendall Science Fellow | 12 May 2016, 12:00 pm EDT  
Are there agricultural practices that might offer more potential than the ones commonly 
discussed in the “carbon farming” conversation? In a companion post, I wrote about what 
the science tells us about cover cropping and reduced tillage, two practices getting a lot of 
attention in what I’ve called the “carbon farming” rage. Here I want to address some 
more agroecological practices, those that incorporate ecological principles, and what is 
known from field research about their ability to add carbon to the soil. 

 

Cattle graze here on a ranch in the Sand Hill region of North Central Nebraska. 

Grasslands cover a large percentage of the planet and research demonstrates greater 

potential with improved management (such as compost additions and plant 

composition) to increase soil carbon. 

Andrea Basche is a Kendall Science Fellow in the UCS Food & Environment program. 

Soils to Reverse Climate Change: 
What Do We Know about “Carbon 
Farming” Practices? 
Andrea Basche, Kendall Science Fellow | 11 May 2016, 4:45 pm EDT  



“Carbon farming,” in my world as a scientist who studies soils and crop production, 

seems to be all the rage these days in the media. The idea is to build up carbon in soil 

while drawing down carbon in the atmosphere through improved soil management. This 

matters because building healthy soils requires adding carbon, while stabilizing the 

climate requires taking carbon out of the atmosphere. I want to dig—pun intended!—

deeper into the nitty-gritty and discuss what we already know about a few agricultural 

practices that commonly come up in this discussion. 

 

 

Remember photosynthesis from high school science class? Plants convert carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere, sunlight and water into oxygen and carbon compounds. Carbon 

farming is about ensuring that the carbon that ends up in the soil is greater than what is 

lost from the system, either by heading to your table or going back into the atmosphere. 

For a beautiful and more complete version of the carbon farming concept, visit 

thesoilstory.com. Graphic: At09kg/BY-SA (Wikimedia) http://blog.ucsusa.org/andrea-

basche/soils-to-reverse-climate-change-what-do-we-know-about-carbon-farming-

practices http://blog.ucsusa.org/andrea-basche/soils-to-reverse-climate-change-what-

do-we-know-about-carbon-farming-practices 



 



http://www.scidev.net/global/farming/news/soil-erosion-threatens-global-food-

security.html 

Save our soils! 
John Quinton 

3rd June 2016 



Britain's soils are in a bad way, writes John Quinton, and the government is 
doing little to help - indeed its policies are making the problems worse. So 
concludes yesterday's Environment Audit Committee report on soil health. But 
are ministers bothered? 

 
Some of the most productive agricultural land in England is at risk of 
becoming unprofitable within a generation through soil erosion and loss 
of carbon, and the natural environment will be seriously harmed. 

When the Environment Audit Committee of the House of Commons published 
its report into soil health yesterday it pulled no punches. For example, it 
pointed out, 

John Quinton is Professor of Soil Science at the Lancaster Environment 

Centre, Lancaster University. He has a degree in Soil Science and a PhD in 

soil erosion and has spent the last 25 years researching soil processes and 

their links to environmental quality and food production. He is Executive 

Editor of the European Sciences Union's journal SOIL. 



http://www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2987747/s

ave_our_soils.html 

 

http://djournal.com/opinion/opinion-soil-nurture-adds-strength-crops-

tomorrow/ 

Corn Belt Farmers Managing 
Weather-Related Risks 
Through Greater Soil 
Stewardship 
Gabrielle Roesch-McNally, Ph.D. Sustainable Agriculture and Sociology, UCS Science 
Network, UCS | 25 April 2016, 11:18 am EDT  

Spring planting season in the Corn Belt reminds those of us 

living in the region that soil erosion is still a serious concern as 

we gear up for another year of intensive corn and soybean 



cultivation. For example, the Environmental Working Group, 

with the Iowa Daily Erosion Project, estimate that millions of 

acres of Iowa farmland are losing dangerous amounts of soil 

through wind and water erosion at levels far exceeding the so-

called tolerable rate of soil loss (5 tons per acre). This has 

serious impacts on water quality via sedimentation and carries 

an economic cost to farmers and to society. Soil resources are 

a critical part of productive and healthy agroecosystems, yet 

we are only beginning to truly appreciate their global 

importance for reducing climate related risks. Globally there is 

increasing recognition that we must do a better job with our 

soil resources by not only preventing erosion but also building 

soil health over the long-term. 

 

South Dakota farmer shows off his no-till residue. Photo credit: Gabrielle Roesch-

McNally. 

http://blog.ucsusa.org/science-blogger/corn-belt-farmers-managing-weather-

related-risks-through-greater-soil-stewardship 



 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-07/lewis-climate-change-and-

'stormageddon'/7487464 

You can't trust science! Debate. 
It's not a position scientist Natalie Chapman ever thought she'd be justifying to her 
daughter, but an inter-school debate on the topic gave her much food for thought. 

By Natalie Chapman 



 

(Source: shironosov/iStockphoto) 

When my primary school-aged daughter asked for help arguing the case for the 
affirmative in a debate titled 'You can't trust science', I was at a loss.  

After going into shock I suggested she ask her father — a pragmatic metallurgist with 
an uncanny ability to retain and explain an extraordinary number of complex facts.  

http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2015/07/28/4270728.htm 

Science death spiral 

By Doug Hoffman - posted Friday, 27 May 2016

Having brought mankind so far, has traditional science finally 
outlived its usefulness? Many seem to think so, finding the 
rules of the scientific method—the strict guidelines a 
researcher must follow to actually practice science—far too 
restrictive and cumbersome. The requirement that evidence 
be empirical, which is to say, actual measurements of nature 
itself, is found too burdensome to new age scientists. They 
prefer clean, clinical computer models to messy, often 
uncooperative nature. Over reliance on models, 
misapplication of statistical methods, and lack of repeatability 
are the hallmarks of the new pseudoscience that is replacing the traditional practice of 
science, real science. As one critic recently wrote: “The problem with science is that 
so much of it simply isn’t.” Has science entered a death spiral, as indifferent, inept 
scientists raise up new generations of even poorer researchers? The facts look grim. 

Doug L Hoffman has worked professionally as a mathematician, a computer programmer, an engineer, 
a computer salesman, a scientist, and a college professor. Dr. Hoffman earned his undergraduate 
degree, a BS in Applied Mathematics, from the Florida Institute of Technology 

http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=18259 



 

http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/cathy-wilcox-
20090909-fhd6.html 



http://www.agriculturesnetwork.org/magazines/global/soils-for-life/opinion-marcela-
villarreal 

 

 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockhamsrazor/a-century-of-

healing/7432738 

OPED: Benefits of soil health 
extend beyond farm 
HARRY CAMPBELL, Chesapeake Bay Foundation 9:37 a.m. EDT May 9, 
2016 



 

Soil scientist also known as an agronomist, looks at soil to determine its health, 
Virginia.(Photo: Lynda Richardson for USDA/NRCS) 

Around the home and down on the farm, it’s planting season. Prime time for digging 
in the dirt. 

Gardeners are feeling the earth under foot and between their fingers. For farmers, the 
crop cycle is taking root with spring plantings. 

Healthy soil is key to planting success and clean water. 
http://www.yorkdispatch.com/story/opinion/2016/05/09/oped-benefits-soil-health-
extend-beyond-farm/84028234/ 

Scientific error, omission and 
misrepresentation: the Royal 
Society on GM crops 
Soil Association 

27th May 2016 

The Royal Society has form on GM crops, writes the Soil Association - 

consistently Gung-ho! for the last 20 years, while refusing to engage with 

critics of the technology or even accept the existence of any problems. Its 



latest effort represents more of the same, while exposing this once August 

body to ridicule for its egregious scientific howlers. 

 

http://www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2987729/s

cientific_error_omission_and_misrepresentation_the_royal_society_on_gm_cr

ops.html 

Protect against soil erosion 
Kaleb Leon Guerrero and Chieriel Desamito 12:06 a.m. ChST 12 May  2016 
 



Soil is one of the main components, following water and air, of what makes the Earth 
a beauty. Soil provides a home for micro- and macro-organisms and provides 
nutrients to different species of plants all around Guam. 

Although, where there is a beauty component of soil to the natural environment, there 
is also a destructive aspect of soil caused by soil erosion. Soil erosion is the wearing 
away of topsoil, due to physical forces acted upon the soil by man and/or nature. 
http://www.guampdn.com/story/opinion/2016/05/11/protect-against-soil-
erosion/84210216/ 



http://theconversation.com/ten-years-on-how-al-gores-an-inconvenient-

truth-made-its-mark-59387 

A Boon for Soil, and for the 
Environment 

By BETH GARDINERMAY  



At a farm in Peru, charcoal from bamboo burned in special ovens is used to 
fertilize the soil. Carbon farming is seen as a way of replenishing depleted 
farmland and helping reduce damage to the environment. Credit Enrique 
Castro-Mendivil/Reuters  

LONDON — When Gabe Brown and his wife bought their farm near Bismarck, 
North Dakota, from her parents in 1991, testing found the soil badly depleted, its 
carbon down to just a quarter of levels once considered natural in the area. 

Today the Brown farm and ranch is home to a diverse and thriving mix of plants and 
animals. And carbon, the building block of the rich humus that gives soil its density 
and nutrients, has more than tripled. That is a boon not just for the farm’s productivity 
and its bottom line, but also for the global climate. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/18/business/energy-environment/a-boon-for-soil-
and-for-the-environment.html?_r=0 



Is Soil a Secret Weapon? On 
Agriculture and Climate 
Adaptation 
Andrea Basche, Kendall Science Fellow | 31 March 2016, 2:52 pm EDT  

The oldest task in human history. To live on a piece 

of land without spoiling it. –Aldo Leopold 

Those words ring quite true to me as springtime is upon us, 

which means planting season for gardeners and farmers alike. 

I found my way into the field of agronomy (or, agricultural 

science for those less familiar with the term) with a 

background in climate science and a passion for the 

environment, realizing that future change posed new 

challenges to agriculture and the natural resource base that it 

depends on. I soon came to realize that the soil was a large 

part of the answer I was seeking—to help food systems adapt 

and be more resilient to change—and that through caring for 

that living crust, we can alleviate other environmental 

burdens. 

Soil science 101: the living crust of the 
Earth (and only a small amount for 
food) 



 

I heart soil because it is an under-appreciated natural resource. Soil is definitely 

gaining popularity in the media (the United Nations dedicating the year of 2015 to 

raising awareness) but we don’t hear about soil nearly as frequently as the water we 

drink or air we breathe. 

What is soil? It is quite literally the living crust of the earth, 

the interface of geology, biology, and climate. Let me explain. 

Soil is formed on a geologic timescale, as rocks break down 

over time thanks to the elements that include climate—rainfall 

and extreme temperatures the key  

http://blog.ucsusa.org/andrea-basche/agricultural-climate-adaptation 

Militarism and Monsanto or Gandhi 
and Bhaskar Save? The agroecology 
alternative 
Colin Todhunter 

9th May 2016 

The corporate war on traditional farming is nowhere fiercer than in India, 

writes Colin Todhunter. After decades of the 'Green Revolution' that have 

impoverished the nation's soils, water, biodiversity and cultivators alike, 

agribusiness is poised for its final strike. But now the small scale farmers who 

produce most of the country's food are rediscovering ancient agroecological 

alternatives. 



 

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2987657/militarism_and_m

onsanto_or_gandhi_and_bhaskar_save_the_agroecology_alternative.html 



http://theconversation.com/election-factcheck-is-australia-among-the-only-

major-advanced-economies-where-pollution-levels-are-going-up-59731 



 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-07/norman-more-storms-will-come,-

so-let's-plan-for-that-now/7484260 

 



  
Soil contamination 
If environmental pollution has been compromising people's quality of life in China, soil 
contaminated with heavy metals is eroding the foundation of the country's food safety 
and becoming a looming public health hazard.  

The government is reportedly making a detailed map of the extent to which the country's 
soil has been contaminated with heavy metals. This will hopefully facilitate action to 
address and remedy the problem.  

A Beijing lawyer's request for information about soil contamination was turned down. The 
latest attempt to map out polluted areas will be conducive to more sensible and truthful 
responses to such requests.  http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2013-
06/14/content_16621389.htm 



http://theconversation.com/were-kidding-ourselves-if-we-think-we-can-reset-

earths-damaged-ecosystems-59972 

http://www.worldwildlife.org/threats/soil-erosion-and-degradation 



http://tmm.codecircus.co.uk/assets/1071/5939_CRA01_Soil_Opinion_FINAL.

pdf 

Celebrate Soil [Opinion] 

 

Rosemary GordonI got together with one of my friends recently and the 

subject of work came up. She has heard about my travels to Spain and 



Germany to learn about greenhouse production, as well as my trips to see 

growers throughout the country and to visit seed companies to learn about the 

latest varieties. 

As a nurse, my friend really doesn’t know much about the ag industry so she 

always asks me lots of questions. When I talk about the issues you face, she 

is genuinely interested because, as she realizes, “We have to eat.” 

http://www.growingproduce.com/vegetables/celebrate-soil-opinion/ 

We can keep farmers afloat 
and the Murray-Darling 
flowing 

By David Leyonhjelm - posted Thursday, 31 March 2016

As the first European to view the plains of the Riverina in 1817, John Oxley despaired 
of 'a country which for bareness and desolation has no equal.' 

A century later he would have said the same. During the Federation Drought, in 1914, 
the Murray River ran dry. A century later it would have run dry again during the 
Millennium Drought but for the release of water from dams. 

In 2010, on the other hand, the Murray Darling Basin received record breaking 

rain, filling dams to capacity and causing widespread flooding. Dorothea 

Mackellar's famous description of 'a land of droughts and flooding rains' was 

never more true. 

David Leyonhjelm is the Liberal Democrat Senator for NSW. 

http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=18137 



 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/02/sweden-should-

keep-coal-in-the-ground-not-sell-it-off 



 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-08/fact-check-do-emissions-always-

rise-under-the-coalition/7466354?section=environment 

 



http://theconversation.com/coals-formation-is-a-window-on-an-ancient-

world-54333 



http://theconversation.com/where-could-australia-genuinely-innovate-60452 

No coal, no fracking: end fossil fuel 
production on UK soil by 2020! 
Guy Shrubsole / Friends of the Earth 

16th February 2016 

The government makes bold claims about tackling climate change and 

phasing out coal power stations, writes Guy Shrubsole. Yet it's 'relaxed' about 

two huge new coal mines that would produce ten million tonnes of coal, 

blighting landscapes and afflicting the health of vulnerable communities. It's 

time to say no to all onshore fossil fuel production. 

 

http://www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/2987184/no_coal_

no_fracking_end_fossil_fuel_production_on_uk_soil_by_2020.html 



http://e360.yale.edu/feature/amazon_tall_tower_observatory_view_of_changing_cli

mate_forest/3003/ 



 

http://www.theguardian.com/world/blog/2016/may/30/malaysia-just-established-a-

one-million-hectare-marine-park 



 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/planet-oz/2016/may/20/carbon-dioxides-

400ppm-milestone-shows-humans-are-re-writing-the-planets-history 



 

http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/cathy-wilcox-

20090909-fhd6.html 

 



http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/cathy-wilcox-

20090909-fhd6.html 

http://theconversation.com/csiro-cuts-as-redundancies-are-announced-the-real-cost-

is-revealed-59895 



 

http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/alan-moir-20150921-

gjrcxr.html 



 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-09-29/duffy-water-on-mars-is-huge-for-our-

search-for-life-beyond-earth/6812008 



http://e360.yale.edu/feature/the_case_for_ethanol_why_green_critics_are_wrong/2

997/ 



http://e360.yale.edu/content/feature.msp?id=2998 



http://theconversation.com/without-extra-money-the-coalitions-low-emissions-

roadmap-is-a-trip-to-nowhere-59884 



 

http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/david-pope-

20141123-1t3j0.html 

 



http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockhamsrazor/the-restless-

clock/7429734 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/may/20/myanmar-marine-

resources-fishing-aung-san-suu-kyi 



 

http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jun/07/take-it-with-a-pinch-of-salt-

the-food-marketing-myths-weve-swallowed-whole 



http://theconversation.com/explainer-how-to-find-an-exoplanet-part-1-

56682 



 

http://www.smh.com.au/photogallery/federal-politics/cartoons/cathy-

wilcox-20090909-fhd6.html 



http://theconversation.com/ecocheck-perths-banksia-woodlands-are-in-

the-path-of-the-sprawling-city-59911 



 

http://www.writeopinions.com/soil 

“Some of the most productive 
agricultural land in England is at risk of 
becoming unprofitable within a 
generation through soil erosion and loss 
of carbon”    John Quinton, 2016 

 


